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tic of holding no doctrine more firmly than a gentleman should.
He did, however, believe, within the boundaries of common
sense, that the interests of the individual and of society are,
broadly speaking, in harmony, and that enlightened self-interest
dictates the same conduct as would be dictated by benevolence.
This principle was used later to prove that the self-interest of
the manufacturer is in accordance with the true interest of the
community, and that the interest of the community must be
identical with the true interest of the wage-earner. It followed
that when the wage-earner resisted the employer, he was foolish.
More important for our period, and indeed for the world, is
Malthus, whose Essay on the Principle of Population (ist ed.
1798; 2nd ed 1803) has profoundly affected all subsequent
theory and practice. Malthus, though he was born in 1766,
seems to have never shared die optimism which was common
before 1789. Characteristically, when Pitt, at the age of 24,
became Prime Minister in 1783, Malthus was shocked tfiat so
young a man should hold so important an office, while his father
thought otherwise. His father was a perfectionist, a friend of
Rousseau, some say his executor, though this appears to be an
error; he was an ardent admirer of Godwin's Political Justice and
of Condorcefs Progres de Fesprit humam. He was fond of dis-
putation, and used to encourage his family to set up theses and
argue them with him. His son, who was temperamentally an-
noyed by his belief in progress, invented, at first as a mere
weapon in argument, what Bagehot describes as *an apparatus
for destroying cheerfulness*. This weapon turned out so potent
that Malthus adopted it for good and alL It was his famous theory
of population.
It was true that there was much occasion for gloom in 1797,
when Malthus first thought of his theory. The French Revolu-
tion had passed, through the Terror, to the corrupt and unin-
spiring rule of the Directoire. Liberal ideas were almost dead in
England; taxes and poverty were increasing side by side; patriots
had not yet had the satisfaction of Nelson's victories; the Navy
was in a state of mutiny; the Radicals had been imprisoned by
Htt, but Ireland was on the threshold of the rebellion of 1798.
It was not difficult to foresee a long war, a long tyranny, hunger
and periodical famine, the extinction of all the hopes out of
which the French Revolution had grown. Gloomy doctrines were
the order of the day, and Malthus set to work to supply them.
Has Essay, as it first appeared in 1798, was a rather slight work,

